
Turnoverball gooseneck accessories are not designed to be used with plastic bed liners or other 
additions to the bed floor which prohibits the gooseneck square post from being fully seated 
inside the Turnoverball socket, or being engaged by the Turnoverball latch pin. 

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

Retract the latch pin handle and remove the 2−5/16" ball or other Turnoverball accessory from the
ball socket.   Place the square post of the gooseneck accessory into the Turnoverball socket until 
it is fully seated. Engage the latch pin. Make sure that the latch pin passes through the square 
post and reaches all the way through the Turnoverball socket.

For hitch accessories that remain in the Turnoverball receiver for an extended period of time, 
B&W recommends lightly lubricating the four corners of the square post with grease.
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